Westlaw Edge
The most intelligent legal research platform ever.

Already the best. Now even better.
Thomson Reuters Westlaw Edge™ delivers
tools that allow you to complete research
faster and with greater confidence.

Gain the Edge
With state-of-the-art artificial intelligence powered by more
than 100 years of attorney-edited annotations, Westlaw Edge
elevates your legal research experience so you can work,
think, and deliver even faster. It builds on the premium content
and performance the legal industry has come to expect from
Thomson Reuters in ways never before possible.
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Be Prepared
with Quick Check
Fine tune your research like never before
Upload your brief to find highly relevant authority and
ensure you haven’t missed anything important.
Check the strength and completeness of a draft at any
stage of your research
• Quality check a completed brief

Discover a new level of confidence

• Evaluate a colleague’s work product
• Reveal weaknesses in an opponent’s document
• Refresh a past winning argument or examine an early draft
Complete your research with confidence
When you rely on Quick Check you can be sure you have the
best cases to support your argument. It’s designed to scan your
document to detect the legal issues covered, then make relevant
recommendations. Plus, KeyCite® is fully integrated to
ensure you are relying on accurate law.
Advantages you won’t find elsewhere
• Filter out citations you’ve viewed in the past 30 days and
what you’ve already saved to a folder
• See additional details for why a suggested authority might
be important
• Receive recommendations from the largest collection of
secondary sources, briefs, and memoranda

Simply and securely upload
your brief.

Be Responsive
with WestSearch Plus
®

The next generation of legal search

The most powerful legal search engine ever

Find authoritative legal answers even faster with stateof-the-art AI powered by attorney-edited annotations.
Focus your research with predictive typeahead
Get superior predictive research suggestions as you start to
type your query in the global search bar. Related suggestions
appear based on AI-enhanced technology to help you find
authoritative answers in less time.
Find answers faster for thousands of legal topics
Address legal questions for thousands of topics without
drilling into the results list. Pick the most relevant query
served up with predictive typeahead and the most relevant
text appears at the top of your result list.
Advantages you won’t find elsewhere
•	Arrive at answers quickly with state-of-the-art AI powered
by attorney-edited annotations
•	See the most relevant portion of the text right after you select
your question, without needing to review the full document
or result list
•	Connect quickly to the relevant underlying authority

Enter your legal query in
the global search bar
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Filter results by
selecting a specific
content type

Select a relevant
question to retrieve
the right text

Get Search Suggestions
narrowed by Key Numbers

Be Strategic
with Litigation Analytics
Data-driven insights for informed decisions

Sharpen your advantage with superior insights

Build the strongest case strategy and manage client
expectations with insights on judges, courts, attorneys,
law firms, and case types.
Put Litigation Analytics to work for you
•	Craft the best strategy and set and manage
expectations for outcomes, timelines, and costs
•	Understand a judge’s history with expert testimony
•	Evaluate opposing counsel’s experience
Precedent Analytics
Make stronger arguments. Quickly uncover key insights
into a judge based on topics, the cases a judge regularly
relies on, and other judges he or she frequently cites.
Advantages you won’t find elsewhere
•	Leverage the most state and federal dockets
across the most case types

Judge information shown.
Similar insights available for courts,
attorneys, law firms, and case types.

•	Filter by many categories, including 28 motion
types and “search within”
•	Search dockets, as well as trial documents,
for arguments, issues, and fact patterns
View judge’s career timeline case
history, current/past positions,
education, and relevant biographical
information

See how a judge has ruled on certain
motions, including number of each
type and outcome, case type, filing
role, information by year, and more

Select a relevant question
to retrieve the right text

Be Aware
with KeyCite Overruling Risk
Trust that you’re citing good law

Know whether your legal authority has been implicitly undermined

Know when a point of law in your case has been implicitly
undermined based on its reliance on an overruled or
otherwise invalid prior decision.
Get warnings on implicitly overruled cases
•	See an orange warning icon right from the results list
and at the top of your document, just like red and yellow
warning flags, integrated into your research flow
•	Use term navigation to easily pinpoint the language
within a case that has been overruled
•	Avoid the need to review each case manually to
determine if it cites an implicitly overruled point of law
Advantages you won’t find elsewhere
•	Achieve a higher level of accuracy with the only citator –
KeyCite with Overruling Risk – that warns you if a case
has been implicitly undermined
•	Be confident in your work that you have the best
understanding of the law
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Be aware with an Overruling Risk
orange warning icon right from
the result list.

Be Informed
with Statutes Compare and Regulations Compare
Stay informed of changes in the law

See the current version compared to a previous version

Easily identify the most recent changes to a statute or
federal regulation – and compare any two versions.
Compare versions easily
•	Save time by eliminating the need to go through
session laws and Federal Register sections to see
how a statute or federal regulation has changed
•	See quickly what language changed from one
statute or federal regulation version to another
•	Access the most recent changes to a statute or
federal regulation easily from the document, or
compare any two versions right from the History tab
Advantages you won’t find elsewhere
•	Get coverage for all statutory content and federal
regulations with versions
•	See at a glance what has changed with strike-through
and highlighted text
•	Download, print, or email the comparison

See the text that was deleted from
the latest version in red strikethroughs and text that was added to
the latest version in blue highlights.
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